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High Growth Training Company Boosts Productivity with Innovative Means
of Delivering its Business Writing Courses

Demand has risen over 50% for Walkerstone Training's writing courses in Effective Business
Writing and Report Writing. Richard Walker, Walkerstone’s CEO explains why.

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 27 February 2012 -- The company offers web based training, one-to-one coaching
over Skype and classroom training. “We offer a learning mix which is highly effective, adaptable, convenient
and above all, extremely good value for money,” says Richard Walker, CEO of Walkerstone Training.

Consequently, demand for its training services in Effective Business Writing and Report Writing has risen more
than 50% in the past six months according to Walker.

Walkerstone’s approach is unique. They capitalise on best learning practice with innovative use of technology
to support delegates every step of the way. They make learning easy. For instance, whichever learning method
their clients choose, delegates are provided with their own online work space on the Walkerstone’s website.
This means that they can upload their writing projects and receive guidance whenever they require.

Value for money is a key component of Walkerstone’s offerings. The cost of its web-based training courses is
just £29.99. The cost of its one to one training over Skype is just £39 per forty minute session, whereas its
classroom prices are around £325 per person.

But Walkerstone’s key differentiator is that it encourages its clients to include their own writing projects as part
of their learning. This approach enables its clients to learn as they produce. “Our approach accelerates delegate
learning and increases delegate productivity. That is why so many business people, entrepreneurs and marketers
consider Walkerstone Training to be essential” says Walker.

“All in all, we deliver big returns to our customers: value for money, effectiveness and productivity.” Whether
delegates need to produce an application form, an email, a report or a proposal, Walkerstone helps them write
to a high standard.

Walker says: "We help delegates to achieve this because Walkerstone Training is no ordinary training company
delivering standard courses to ordinary people. We tailor our training to our delegates' which enables them to
focus on their business writing goals." Walkerstone links delegate business writing projects and goals to course
aims. So the very piece of writing delegates need to produce for their work, they produce as part of their
training with Walkerstone. As a result, learning is accelerated and productivity increased.

About Walkerstone Training

Walkerstone Training is a leading supplier of writing courses to individuals, companies and government
organisations. Walkerstone Training is a high growth and niche training business which focuses on Effective
Business Writing Report Writing and Proposal Writing. Its training is tailored to delegate needs.
http://www.walkerstone.com

Telephone: +44 (0)1252 792 270

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.walkerstone.com/courses/effective_business_writing.php
http://www.walkerstone.com/courses/report_writing.php
http://www.walkerstone.com
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Contact Information
Richard Walker
Walkerstone Limited
http://www.walkerstonetraining.com
+44 (0)1252 792 270

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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